
Academics
Course Name Rising Grade Time Dates Cost

Lower School: 

Back to Basics: Math Foundations 1 - 3
9am - 12pm OR 
1pm - 4pm July 25 - 29 $200

Let’s understand numbers, patterns, and operations with Mrs. Hancock! It’s not just 
about knowing but truly understanding the “why” and “how” behind math. Campers 
will use a variety of manipulatives such as abacuses, base ten blocks, counters, 
number lines, cards, and dice to learn, grasp, and teach one another. Math stories 
and iPad apps will also be shared to promote learning. *The Back to the Basics 
program is designed to support and enhance a concrete understanding of how 
numbers work together.

Back to Basics II:  Math Foundations 4 - 5
9am - 12pm OR 
1pm - 4pm July 18 - 22 $200

Let’s understand numbers, patterns, and operations with Mrs. Hancock! It’s not just 
about knowing but truly understanding the “why” and “how” behind math. Campers 
will use a variety of manipulatives such as base ten blocks, place value chips, 
number lines, cards, and dice to learn, grasp, and teach one another. Math stories 
and iPad apps will also be shared to promote learning. *The Back to the Basics II 
program is designed to support and enhance a concrete understanding of how 
numbers work together. Drop off and pick up in the carpool loop.

Middle School:
Math Skills - Jump Start 6 - 7 10am - 12pm August 1 - 5 $190

If you are looking for a quick math refresher before school begins, then this is the 
course for you. Students in this course will review important middle school math 
skills. Topics will include whole number, decimal, fraction, and integer computation 
as well as their applications. This class is aligned to the Providence Day curriculum 
for 6th and 7th grade. Drop off and pick up at Thompson-Jones Library.  

Computer Applications 6 - 8 8am - 12:30pm June 6 - 24 $450
Students develop the correct techniques of keyboarding on the computer, learn the 
alphabetic and numeric keyboard, and build speed and accuracy in this course. They 
acquire an understanding of the basic functions of word processing as they prepare 
letters, reports, tables, and a newsletter. They also learn to use spreadsheets, 
desktop publishing techniques and presentation software. *This course satisfies the 
Providence Day School computer requirement.

Middle School English 6 - 8

8:15am - 
10:15am OR 
10:30 - 12:30 June 13 - July 8 $390

Students will study a variety of literary works and the use of the writing process to 
develop proficiency in paragraph writing and supplementary reading. This course 
reviews basic grammar rules and principles and enriches vocabulary through 
reading. Study skills useful in all disciplines are emphasized. 

Middle School Math 6 - 8
10:30am - 
12:30pm June 13 - July 8 $390

Middle School Math emphasizes continuous and recurring practice on the basic 
mathematical concepts and operations of whole numbers, fractions, and decimals. 
Students work with percentages, ratio and proportion, powers and roots, geometry, 
graphing, signed numbers, and probability.

Pre-Algebra 6 - 8
8:15am - 
10:15am June 13 - July 8 $390

This is a preparation course for algebra. Students will study integers, order of 
operations, evaluating algebraic expressions, monomials, polynomials, solving and 
graphing equations and inequalities. Experience in pre-algebra is recommended. 

Upper School:
(Semester Credit Courses)

Physical Education: Summer Lifetime Fitness 9 8am - 10:30am

On Campus: June 13 - July 1 
Independent Study: July 5 - July 15 
Required Fitness Test: July 21 OR 22 $425

This course will be a combination of an in class foundation followed by a practical 
independent experience. Each student must take three consecutive weeks of on 
campus instruction. A strict attendance policy will be enforced. Students can be absent 
for only one day from June 8 - June 26, and they must attend one of the two Fitness 
Testing days (July 16 or 17). This will be followed by three weeks of independent 
workouts that will be monitored by the instructor. The independent workouts will be 
tracked using online blogs. Students will be required to spend 1.5 hours working out 
and journaling per day. Students will not be required to be on campus during the second 
three weeks, with the exception of one end of course fitness test. Students may only 
earn one half unit of credit (a semester) in summer toward the 1.5 physical education 
credits required for graduation. This course satisfies a P.E. Lifetime Wellness credit 
requirement (0.5 credit). This course may not be repeated for credit. If the course has 
already been taken during the school year, summer credit will not be given.

Art I 9 - 12 7:30am - 1pm June 29 - July 15 $340
* PDS students may take for credit. The student learns basic terminology and art 
appreciation while developing a foundation in drawing, painting, sculpture, and design. 
Achieving visual depth through linear perspective and control of values are important 
lessons taught in this course. Students are expected to critique their own work and 
works by peers. (0.5 credit)



Computer Applications 9 - 12 8am - 12:30pm June 6 - June 24 $450
*This course satisfies the Providence Day School computer literacy requirement.
Students develop the correct techniques of keyboarding on the computer, learn the 
alphabetic and numeric keyboard, and build speed and accuracy in this course. They 
acquire an understanding of the basic functions of word processing as they prepare 
letters, reports, tables, and a newsletter. They also learn to use spreadsheets, desktop 
publishing techniques and presentation software. This course satisfies the Providence 
Day School computer requirement. (0.5 credit)

Health 9 - 12 8am - 12:30pm July 5 - July 22 $425
*PDS students may take for credit.
In today’s society we are inundated with ideas about healthy living and what others 
suggest we do to improve our quality of life. It would be simple to believe and follow 
the first health theory thrown our way, but in so many cases this may not improve our 
quality of life, but instead have a reverse effect. With this in mind, the ninth grade 
health course is designed to empower students to follow three simple steps to attack 
and analyze relevant health topics. First, students must research and acquire 
KNOWLEDGE about the subject. Second, they must analyze their research and 
determine what their ATTITUDE is about the subject. Finally, the students are 
challenged to look at pre-existing BEHAVIORS that impact the subject and set goals to 
make any necessary changes to improve their quality of life. (0.5 credit)

Comparative Government and Politics 10 - 12 7:30am - 1pm June 13 - June 28 $330
*This is a required course for the Global Studies Diploma.
Students in Comparative Government and Politics will study the conceptual tools 
necessary to develop an understanding of some of the world’s diverse political 
structures and practices. Students will examine both specific countries and their 
governments and general concepts used to interpret the political relationships and 
institutions found in virtually all national politics. Students will study the governmental 
systems of Great Britain, Nigeria, China, Russia, Iran and Mexico, providing a foundation 
for developing paradigms of different types of political systems. Using these countries 
as case studies, students will also seek to understand the political implications of 
different levels of economic development and globalization. (0.5 credit) 

Global Issues: Africa 10 - 12 7:30am - 1pm June 29 - July 15 $330
*This in one of four global issues courses that may be taken for elective credit toward 
the Global Studies Diploma. (only offered in the summer)
Students in Global Issues will study current global problems in an effort to understand 
how they can promote constructive decision-making and positive change. They will learn 
how to explore recent events and their historical background, to put a human face on 
world issues, and to see those issues from multiple perspectives. The course will focus 
on developing the skills needed to be an active and engaged global citizen in the 21st 
century: written and oral communication, policy analysis, advocacy, research, 
information gathering, collaboration, conflict resolution, and critical thinking skills. 
Students will study problems in Sub-Saharan African countries including South Africa, 
the Congo, Rwanda and the Sudan. No prerequisite. (0.5 credit) 

Writing Seminar 11 - 12 7:30am - 1pm June 29 - July 15 $400
* PDS students may take for credit.
In this course, student writing constitutes the text. Frequent brief essays that draw 
upon students’ own experiences and knowledge provide students a body of work with 
which to practice revising and editing skills. Writing Seminar places more emphasis on 
style and voice than in past courses, providing direct instruction in ways to manipulate 
one’s prose to achieve particular rhetorical aims. Longer essays include researched 
arguments about the campus community and about a global issue. Students continue to 
work with each other to refine their developing sense of what it means to write for an 
audience. Grammar review occurs throughout as issues emerge out of student writing, 
and vocabulary instruction focuses on words that can be used throughout the course. 
(0.5 credit)

(Year Credit Courses)
Algebra I 7 - 12 7:30am - 1pm June 29 - July 15 $660

*PDS students may only take for credit with Division Head approval.
Students study families of functions and realistic problems through activities that 
engage them in data collection, the use of tables and graphs to organize and display 
data, the development of symbolic rules to model relations among important variables, 
and meaningful questions about those relations. Students work individually and in teams 
using graphing calculators. (1 credit)

Algebra II 7 - 12 7:30am - 1pm June 13 - July 15 $660
*PDS students may only take for credit with Division Head approval.
In this course students expand upon their thinking skills through analyzing information 
and incorporating strategies for resolving problems. Students continue to integrate 
problem solving throughout the year by exploring a variety of applications and word 
problems. Students study the concept of functions, graphing, factoring, systems of 
equations, sequences, series, logarithms and conic sections. With the help of a graphing 
calculator students look beyond the simple computed answers and seek understanding 
of these concepts graphically as well as algebraically. (1 credit)

Geometry 7 - 12 7:30am - 1pm June 13 - July 15 $660
*PDS students may take for credit with Division Head Approval.
This course teaches students how mathematics can develop from a postulate system 
using deductive and inductive reasoning. Students think in spatial terms, incorporating 
points, lines, planes, congruence, and similarity. The students will work with triangles, 
polygons, circles, and geometric solids. Students learn to approach a problem with a 
specific goal in mind, and logically develop the appropriate steps to reach their 
conclusion. Students practice algebraic manipulation of formulas. Teachers introduce 
coordinate geometry and transformational geometry as time permits. (1 credit)



Precalculus 9 - 12 7:30am - 1pm June 13 - July 15 $660
*PDS students may only take for credit with Division Head approval.
This course will re-examine functions studied in Algebra II, contain an in-depth study of 
trigonometry, explore parametric equations and the polar coordinate system, and 
introduce units on probability and statistics. The course will also include an introduction 
of limits and some calculus concepts that will prepare a student to take a college-level 
calculus class. Students will use the graphing calculator to connect algebraic, numerical 
and graphical representations of functions. (1 credit)

Chinese Level 6 11 - 12 7:30am - 1pm June 13 - July 15 $660
*Prerequisite: Chinese 5
This course will enhance intermediate proficiency level learners develop communicative 
competence in the four basic skills of listening, speaking, reading and writing the 
Chinese language. Students will learn Level 6 Chinese vocabulary and sentence 
structures for use in essential daily-life situations. This course will be based upon the 
three modes of communication: interpretive, interpersonal, and presentational. To 
facilitate the study of the language, different aspects of Chinese culture and society will 
be introduced through poetry reading, group activities, multi-media programs and 
research projects throughout the course. (1 credit)
Drop off and pick up at the West Wing.

(Review/Non-Credit Courses)

"Rock Solid" Start to 9th Grade Algebra I (Tuesday-Friday) 9 (PDS Only)
8:30am - 
10:30am August 9 - 12 $190

Rising 9th grade, returning PDS students only who have completed Algebra Topics 8
Start ninth grade Algebra I with confidence and success! This four day refresher course 
emphasizes specific critical skills to help students feel well prepared and have a strong 
start to math in Upper School. Enrollment is limited to twelve for maximum effect. 
Topics include integers, exponents, equations, lines, and polynomials. Snacks, fun, and 
learning all provided! Just bring a pencil. For more information, contact Beth Ralston at 
beth.ralston@providenceday.org

"Rock Solid" Start to 9th Grade Geometry (Tuesday-Friday) 9 (PDS Only) 11am - 1pm August 9 - 12 $190
Rising 9th grade, returning PDS students only who have completed Algebra 1 - 8
Start Geometry in ninth grade with confidence by dusting off your critical Algebra I 
skills. This four day class will take you on a quick review and practice of lines, systems, 
factoring, radicals, and equations. Enrollment is limited to twelve for maximum effect. 
Snacks, fun, and learning all provided. Bring your graphing calculator and a pencil. For 
more information, contact Beth Ralston at beth.ralston@providenceday.org

"Rock Solid" Start to 10th Grade Geometry (Tuesday-Friday) 10 (PDS Only)
1:30pm - 
3:30pm August 9 - 12 $190

Begin tenth grade Geometry with confidence and success! This four day refresher 
course emphasizes the critical skills taught during freshman Algebra I that will be 
needed for tenth grade geometry. Enrollment is limited to sixteen for maximum effect. 
Topics include linear and quadratic equations, lines, polynomials, and radicals. Snacks, 
fun, and learning all provided! Just bring a pencil. Each day’s review stands on its own in 
case a student can’t make all four days. Leave with handouts and practice to use all 
year. For more information, contact Beth Ralston at beth.ralston@providenceday.org
Drop off and pick up at the Dixon-Hemby Technology Center.

Sheffield Communication's Advanced Reading Course (Monday & Tuesday Only) 9 - 12 9am - 4pm July 18 & 19 $270
Effective reading skills are vital to every student’s success. Sheffield Communication’s 
intensive two-day course is designed to implant more efficient reading and active study 
as permanent skills. Students learn specific methods for making classroom and study 
time more productive. 
The course includes: building reading speed, adjusting reading rate to the content of 
the material, improving comprehension and concentration, and learning techniques for 
better retention and memory. Students build from their present reading ability and 
progress at their own pace.
"It has been of great value to me and I would recommend this course for everyone." is 
typical of student comments.

SAT Preparation 10 - 12
10:30am - 
12:30pm July 11 - July 22 $375

This course is for students who wish to improve their performance on the SAT. 
Students study types of questions found on the test by working sample problems and 
completing timed tests. Emphasis is on vocabulary enrichment, analysis, reading 
comprehension techniques, and the understanding of mathematical concepts including 
geometry. Practice materials are included with course registration.

Writing the College-Application Essay 11 - 12 9am - 12pm July 18 - 22 $200

Need some expert advice as you polish that essay? Lacking motivation to get started? 
Providence Day Upper School English Dept Chair Dr. Clint Crumley teaches a workshop 
that will not only produce at least two full-length essays but will also heighten your 
writing skills in general. Sessions will include strategies on finding the best topics, on 
achieving a distinctive voice, and on writing that one dazzling sentence that suggests 
”strong writer” to college admissions staff. Workshop size will be limited, in order for 
students to benefit from one-on-one attention. Students will finish the week with 
completed college essays, a refreshed sensitivity toward syntax and rhetoric, and 
merited confidence as writers heading into the school year.

Writing the College-Application Essay 11 - 12 9am - 12pm July 25 - 29 $200
Need some expert advice as you polish that essay? Lacking motivation to get started? 
Providence Day Upper School English Dept Chair Dr. Clint Crumley teaches a workshop 
that will not only produce at least two full-length essays but will also heighten your 
writing skills in general. Sessions will include strategies on finding the best topics, on 
achieving a distinctive voice, and on writing that one dazzling sentence that suggests 
”strong writer” to college admissions staff. Workshop size will be limited, in order for 
students to benefit from one-on-one attention. Students will finish the week with 
completed college essays, a refreshed sensitivity toward syntax and rhetoric, and 
merited confidence as writers heading into the school year.


